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The Soul of a WomanBallantine Books, 2021

	From the New York Times bestselling author of A Long Petal of the Sea comes “a bold exploration of womanhood, feminism, parenting, aging, love and more” (Associated Press).

	

	“The Soul of a Woman is Isabel Allende’s most liberating book yet.”—Elle...
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John Cleland's Fanny Hill: Memoirs of a woman of pleasureMayflower, 1970
I sit down to give you an undeniable proof of my considering your desires as indispensable orders. Ungracious then as the task may be, I shall recall to view those scandalous stages of my life, out of which I emerg'd, at length, to the enjoyment of every blessing in the power of love, health, and fortune to bestow; whilst yet in the flower of...
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I Am a Woman: A Celebration in More Than Fifty PhotographsDexterity, 2021

	I Am a Woman is a powerful collection of black and white photographs featuring iconic women from past to present, celebrating the depth and breadth of the female experience. From Dolly Parton to Mother Teresa, and Oprah Winfrey to Ruth Bader Ginsburg, these striking portrayals showcase the journeys of this diverse mix of heroines...
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Encyclopaedia Arcane: Blood MagicMongoose Publishing, 2003
The ancient practice of blood magic has been outlawed in many civilised societies, for though it allows access to staggering levels of magical power the price can be very high. Savage tribes often respect blood magic, though even they tend to fear and avoid it where possible – its power is the stuff of legend, to be invoked only by those who...
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Secret Societies: Gardiner's Forbidden Knowledge: Revelations about the Freemasons, Templars, Illuminati, Nazis, and the Serpent CultsNew Page Books, 2007


	This book is a collection of thoughts and researches about secret

	societies. It is going to take you on many journeys, but

	whether you arrive or where you arrive will be your decision. I

	need to make a simple point before you proceed to “bite the

	apple”: Clear your mind of anything you have been told. I care

	not...
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The Real Sexy, Smart and Strong: 30 Tips to Boost Confidence, Get Fit and Feel Great, Inside and OutJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	"My life’s passion is to connect people all over the world with their success potential. Patch’s book confirms just how smart exercise is—for your success and for keeping every part of your life in top condition. A must-read for everyone!"

	—Jack Canfield, Co-creator, of The Success...
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My Time Will Come: A Memoir of Crime, Punishment, Hope, and RedemptionPantheon, 2021

	The inspiring story of activist and poet Ian Manuel, who at the age of fourteen was sentenced to life in prison. He survived eighteen years in solitary confinement—through his own determination and dedication to art—until he was freed as part of an incredible crusade by the Equal Justice Initiative.

	 
...
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Becoming A Master Dater: 7 Simple Steps To Rewrite Your Love StoryLaura Medrano, 2021

	
		After spending countless years wondering where her prince charming was, Laura decided to go on a mission. She was determined to fix the common denominator in countless failed relationships... which was HERSELF. It was the only thing she had control of, and she was so exhausted from calling in men that were draining her internal...
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Crushing the IT Gender Bias: Thriving as a Woman in TechnologyApress, 2019

	When my career first began, I was on a team of five women Database

	Administrators (DBAs). Within 9 months, one of the five who was hired at

	the same time as I was left the industry. She was young, single, had a degree

	in Computer Science (CS) with a focus on database technology, and had no

	children. I had difficulty understanding...
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The Renegade Hunter: A Rogue Hunter NovelAvon, 2009

	The Argeneau family has a secret . . . one of their own is a rogue vampire!


	Nicholas Argeneau was once a successful hunter who went after rogue vampires who broke the immortal law. Except no one has mentioned his name in the last fifty years, not since he turned into a rogue himself. But once a hunter, always a hunter. When...
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The Farthest Edge (The Honey Series)St Martin Press, 2017

	Step into the Honey Club, where every sensual boundary will be tested in search of the ultimate pleasure…

	Branch doesn’t exist. Living off the grid, he’s looking for a way to forget his past and the guilt that plagues him. But no woman has ever been able to bring him to the edge he craves.

	After a...
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The Children of Now: Crystalline Children, Indigo Children, Star Kids, Angels on Earth, and the Phenomenon of Transitional ChildrenNew Page Books, 2006
"The Children of Now is powerful and profound while at the   same time quite practical. This should be required reading for anyone who   works with children and everyone who has children."
  --Lynn Andrews author of 19 books including The New York Times best-sellers   Medicine Woman and Jaguar Woman    

"The Children...
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